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We present a model for third-family quark-lepton unification at the TeV scale featuring a com-
posite Higgs sector. The model is based on a variant of the Pati-Salam model, the so-called 4321
model, consisting of the gauge group SU(4)×SU(3)′×SU(2)L×U(1)X . The spontaneous symmetry
breaking to the SM gauge group is triggered dynamically by a QCD-like confining sector. The same
strong dynamics also produces the Higgs as a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson, connecting the en-
ergy scales of both sectors. The model predicts a massive U1 vector leptoquark coupled dominantly
to the third generation, recently put forward as a possible solution to the B-meson anomalies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The LHC discovery of a 125 GeV Higgs boson provides
the Standard Model (SM) with its final eluding piece that
completes it. However, it is still unclear whether the
Higgs represents the first indication of a yet unknown nat-
ural theory, or just an ingredient of an unnatural Higgs
sector. While nowadays some degree of tuning seems
unavoidable, one viable solution to the naturalness prob-
lem is that of the Higgs being a composite particle arising
from a strongly-coupled sector.
Historically, the main hurdles for composite scenarios
have been electroweak (EW) precision data and flavor vi-
olation. In models where the Higgs is a pseudo Nambu-
Goldstone boson (pNGB), it is possible to separate EW
and compositeness scales [1]. Corrections to the EW pre-
cision parameters are then under control if the pNGB de-
cay constant is around (or above) the TeV [2]. The flavor
problem is commonly solved by making the SM fermions
partially composite [3]. This way, one can generate the
required Yukawa interactions with the Higgs, while hav-
ing partial protection against flavor violating observables.
Even in this case, a non-trivial flavor structure is nec-
essary to keep the pNGB decay constant around the
TeV [4–6]. An alternative approach consists in generating
the Yukawas via bilinear terms of the form ψ¯SMHψSM,
with H ≡ Ψ¯Ψ being a composite operator [7, 8]. This
solution is often disregarded based on the argument that
the dynamics generating these operators is also likely to
produce large flavor violation from operators of the form
(ψ¯SM ψSM)
2, which is strongly constrained experimen-
tally. Such a conclusion drastically changes if one invokes
flavor symmetries. Indeed, assuming that the underlying
dynamics respects an approximate U(2)5 flavor symme-
try [9–11], it is possible to generate the required Yukawa
couplings, without conflicting any flavor bound on the
four-fermion operators.
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While there is no direct signal of New Physics (NP) at
the end of LHC Run II, present B-physics data show in-
triguing hints of lepton flavor universality violation that
the SM cannot explain, the so-calledB anomalies [12–22].
Although the statistical significance of each anomaly is
well below the discovery level, the overall set of devia-
tions is very consistent, and a coherent NP picture seems
to be emerging. The NP scale inferred from these anoma-
lies is a few TeV, sustaining the hope that such NP sector
might be related to the solution of the hierarchy prob-
lem [23–29]. Moreover, the non-trivial flavor structure
suggested by the data is consistent with the previously
mentioned U(2)5 flavor symmetry [30–32], pointing to a
possible solution to the flavor problem in composite mod-
els [25, 27, 29] and (or) the SM flavor puzzle [33–35].
The B anomalies have triggered a renewed interest
in models of low-scale quark-lepton unification. Indeed,
one of the most popular explanations involves the U1
vector leptoquark [31, 32, 36], transforming under the
SM gauge group as (3,1, 2/3). Interestingly, this is the
same leptoquark appearing in the Pati-Salam model [37].
However, the Pati-Salam leptoquark cannot accommo-
date this data, since it has to be very heavy to sat-
isfy the tight bounds derived from its couplings to light
SM fermions. The search for a renormalizable model
with a TeV-scale U1 leptoquark has led to the so-called
4321 models [33, 34, 38–44], based on the gauge group
G4321 ≡ SU(4)×SU(3)′×SU(2)L×U(1)X . These models
present several theoretically appealing features that go
beyond the explanation of the B anomalies. For instance,
they bring the possibility of unifying third-generation
quarks and leptons at energy scales as low as TeV, in-
troducing an (approximate) accidental U(2)5 flavor sym-
metry, and can naturally explain the smallness of the
Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) mixing with the
third family.
It is useful to compare the 4321 symmetry breaking
pattern to that of the EW sector, given the astonish-
ing similarity between the two. In the limit of vanishing
gauge and Yukawa couplings, the SM Higgs sector has
an SU(2)L × SU(2)R global symmetry. The Higgs vac-
uum expectation value (vev) spontaneously breaks this
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2FIG. 1. Moose diagrams for the EW sector (left) and the 43(2)1 model (right). Following the notation in [45], we draw a solid
circle when the entire global symmetry is gauged, and a dashed circle when a subgroup is. The solid lines represent sigma
models that break the symmetries to which they are attached down to the diagonal subgroups. The U(1)X gauge factor in
4321 models is a combination of U(1)R, U(1)
′ and U(1)B−L of the light fermions.
global symmetry to the diagonal SU(2)V subgroup. The
three resulting NGBs become would-be NGB due to the
partial gauging of the global symmetry. In the SM, all
three generators of SU(2)L and the diagonal generator
T 3R of SU(2)R are gauged (see Figure 1).
1 Hence, the
global symmetry breaking leads to the breaking of the
EW gauge group, SU(2)L×U(1)Y , down to the diagonal
U(1)em electromagnetic subgroup, and the three NGBs
become the longitudinal polarizations of the three mas-
sive vector bosons W±µ and Zµ.
Likewise, in the limit of vanishing gauge and Yukawa
couplings, 4321 models have an additional SU(4) ×
SU(4)′ global symmetry that is spontaneously broken
to the diagonal SU(4)D by the vev of a bi-fundamental
scalar, producing 15 NGBs. Also in this case, the global
symmetry is partially gauged. More precisely, the full
SU(4) group and the SU(3)′×U(1)′ subgroup of SU(4)′
is gauged (see Figure 1). The global symmetry breaking
leads to the breaking of the SU(4)×SU(3)′×U(1)′ gauge
group to its diagonal subgroup SU(3)D × U(1)D, which
is identified with QCD times (part of) hypercharge. As
a result, all 15 NGBs become the longitudinal polariza-
tions of massive vector bosons: the coloron (a hyper-
charge neutral octet of SU(3)c), the U1 leptoquark, and
the SM neutral Z ′. The coloron and the Z ′ have the gluon
and hypercharge gauge bosons as massless partners. In
this regard, they are analogous to the SM Z, which has
the photon as a massless partner. The leptoquark trans-
forms in the (anti-)fundamental of the unbroken gauge
group and does not have a massless partner. It is thus
analogous to the SM W , which is charged under the un-
broken electromagnetic gauge group and does not have a
massless partner either.
As it is well known, QCD with Nf quark flavors has
an SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R global symmetry that is spon-
taneously broken to its diagonal SU(Nf )V subgroup. In
1 Actually, what is gauged in the SM is the linear combination Y =
T 3R +
1
2
XB−L, where Y is the hypercharge generator and XB−L
is the generator of the baryon minus lepton number symmetry.
this case, the breaking is not induced by the vev of a
scalar field, but by the quark condensate that forms af-
ter QCD becomes strongly coupled. While the scale of
this breaking is far too low to explain the observed W and
Z masses, it inspired the idea that a scaled-up version of
QCD, known as technicolor [46–48], could be responsible
for EW symmetry breaking. After the discovery of the
Higgs boson, traditional technicolor was excluded. How-
ever, a technicolor-like breaking is still possible for the
4321 symmetry.
Given the apparent coincidence of scales between com-
posite Higgs models and the B anomalies, and the fact
that both seem to benefit from the same underlying flavor
symmetries, we entertain the possibility of having both
4321 and EW symmetries broken by the same strongly-
coupled “hypercolor” (HC) group. Our construction re-
sembles a generalization of technicolor for the 4321 sym-
metry breaking, while the EW symmetry is broken by
the vev of a composite Higgs arising as a pNGB of the
same strong dynamics.
The outline of this letter is as follows: In Section II,
we introduce the 4321 models and define our conventions.
The idea of a technicolor-like breaking of the 4321 sym-
metry is developed in Section III, while Section IV is
devoted to the discussion of the composite Higgs sector.
We conclude in Section V.
II. THE 4321 MODEL(S)
A. Gauge sector
The 4321 models are defined by the gauge group
G4321 ≡ SU(4) × SU(3)′ × SU(2)L × U(1)X . We de-
note the respective gauge fields by HAµ , C
a
µ, W
I
µ and B
′
µ,
and the gauge couplings by g4, g3, gL and g1, with in-
dices A = 1, . . . , 15, a = 1, . . . , 8 and I = 1, 2, 3. The
SM gauge group is embedded in the 4321 gauge group,
with SU(3)c × U(1)Y ≡ [SU(4)× SU(3)′ × U(1)X ]diag
and SU(2)L corresponding to the SM one. The hy-
percharge is defined in terms of the U(1)X charge, X,
3and the SU(4) generator T 154 =
1
2
√
6
diag(1, 1, 1,−3) by
Y = X +
√
2/3T 154 . In analogy to the EW sector, it is
convenient to define the mixing angles θ1,3, which relate
the 4321 gauge couplings to the SM ones,
gc = g4 sin θ3 = g3 cos θ3 ,
gY =
√
3
2 g4 sin θ1 = g1 cos θ1 ,
(1)
with gc and gY denoting the SU(3)c and U(1)Y gauge
couplings, respectively. These relations imply that, once
we fix the SM gauge couplings, there is only one free
gauge coupling in the 4321 models, which we choose
to be g4. Also note that, since gc > gY , the relation
sin θ3 > sin θ1 holds for any value of g4.
In terms of the original 4321 gauge bosons, the SM
gluon, Gaµ, and hypercharge gauge boson, Bµ, are given
by
Bµ = sin θ1H
15
µ + cos θ1B
′
µ ,
Gaµ = sin θ3H
a
µ + cos θ3 C
a
µ .
(2)
Apart from these, the 4321 gauge sector contains three
additional gauge bosons, transforming under the SM
subgroup as U1 ∼ (3,1, 2/3), Z ′ ∼ (1,1, 0), and
G′ ∼ (8,1, 0). After the spontaneous symmetry breaking
G4321 → GSM takes place, these additional gauge bosons
acquire the masses
MU =
1
2
g4 fU , MZ′,G′ =
1
2
g4
cos θ1,3
fZ′,G′ , (3)
with the values of fU,Z′,G′ depending on the specific vev
structure that triggers 4321 symmetry breaking. For in-
stance, in the models in [42, 44], this breaking takes place
through the vevs of the scalar fields Ω1 ∼ (4¯,1,1,−1/2),
Ω3 ∼ (4¯,3,1, 1/6) and Ω15 ∼ (15,1,1, 0),
〈Ωα1 〉 =
ω1√
2
δα4 , 〈Ωαi3 〉 =
ω3√
2
δαi , 〈ΩA15〉 =
ω15√
2
δA15 ,
(4)
where α = 1, 2, 3, 4, i = 1, 2, 3, and Ω15 = Ω
A
15 T
A
4 ,
with TA4 being the SU(4) generators normalized so that
Tr(TA4 T
B
4 ) = 1/2 δAB . This vev structure yields the fol-
lowing values for fU,Z′,G′ :
fU =
√
ω21 + ω
2
3 +
4
3
ω215 , fZ′ =
√
3
2
ω21 +
1
2
ω23 ,
fG′ =
√
2ω3 . (5)
Note that these vevs break the global SU(4)D discussed
in Section I, unless ω1 = ω3 and ω15 = 0. In this case,
one has fU = fZ′ = fG′ . Additional vev structures have
been discussed in [42]. As shown in this reference, it is
not possible to significantly decouple fZ′ from fU , irre-
spective of the chosen vev structure.
Field SU(4) SU(3)′ SU(2)L U(1)X
`iL 1 1 2 −1/2
eiR 1 1 1 −1
qiL 1 3 2 1/6
uiR 1 3 1 2/3
diR 1 3 1 −1/3
ψL 4 1 2 0
ψ+R 4 1 1 1/2
ψ−R 4 1 1 −1/2
TABLE I. SM fermion content and 4321 representations. Here
i = 1, 2, ψL ≡ (q3L `3L)ᵀ, ψ+R ≡ (u3R ν3R)ᵀ, and ψ−R ≡ (d3R e3R)ᵀ.
B. Fermion content
There are several possible embeddings of the SM fields
into 4321 representations (see Appendix A). While many
of the results of this letter are independent of this em-
bedding and apply also to other 4321 models, we fo-
cus on the implementation realizing third-family quark-
lepton unification [33, 34, 44]. In this implementation,
first and second families are charged as in the SM under
SU(3)′×SU(2)L×U(1)X , while third-family quarks and
leptons are unified in SU(4) multiplets (see Table I).2
Note that we have introduced a third-generation right-
handed neutrino to complete the corresponding right-
handed 4-plet.
This model provides an example of third-family quark-
lepton unification at an energy scale which can be con-
siderably below the grand unification scale. As in the
Pati-Salam model, the proton is stable due to the pres-
ence of an accidental global symmetry at the level of
renormalizable operators [33, 40]. Moreover, if the Higgs
is embedded into a singlet representation of SU(4), the
model predicts equal Higgs Yukawa couplings at the
unification scale for bottom and tau, and for top and
tau-neutrino. This is a good approximation to the
observed values of bottom and tau masses. The re-
quired (small) mass splitting between the two can be
obtained from additional SU(4)-breaking sources, as dis-
cussed in Section IV A. Naturally light neutrino masses
with a low SU(4)-breaking scale can be realized through
an inverse see-saw mechanism by introducing additional
gauge-singlet fermions [34, 54].
In the limit of vanishing Yukawa interactions, the
non-universal gauge structure yields the accidental fla-
vor symmetry
U(2)5 ≡ U(2)q × U(2)` × U(2)u × U(2)d × U(2)e . (6)
This is also an approximate symmetry of the SM Yukawa
sector [9–11], offering a good starting point for the ex-
planation of the observed SM Yukawa hierarchies [33,
2 Charging light and third generation quarks under two different
groups that yield QCD as a diagonal subgroup is reminiscent of
topcolor models [49–53].
434, 43]. Moreover, the approximate accidental U(2)5 fla-
vor symmetry provides a protection mechanism against
the stringent flavor constraints. Indeed, in the absence
of fermion mixing terms (see Section III), only third-
generation fermions couple to the U1 leptoquark, while
Z ′ and G′ couplings to light-generation fermions are sup-
pressed for large g4. As a result, the NP scale can lie
around the TeV without conflicting any low-energy or
high-pT bound [44]. Furthermore, this flavor structure is
well compatible with the observed NP hints in B-meson
decays [30, 44].
III. TECHNICOLORED 4321
We assume that the 4321 gauge group is broken to
the SM subgroup a` la technicolor by confining strong
dynamics. Such breaking pattern is minimally realized
in SU(N)HC with 4 hyper-quark flavors that transform
in complex and vector-like representations of HC.3 We
denote the hyper-quarks by ζ, and assume for simplic-
ity that they transform in the fundamental of HC. This
model has an SU(4)L×SU(4)R×U(1)V global symmetry
that we partially gauge to reproduce the 4321 gauge sec-
tor. More precisely, we identify the SU(4)R, SU(3)L, and
U(1)L global symmetry subgroups with SU(4), SU(3)
′
and part of U(1)X in G4321. The U(1)X symmetry is a
combination of U(1)L with another U(1), which together
with SU(2)L belongs to the sector of the theory discussed
in Section IV. This partial gauging fixes the 4321 repre-
sentations of the ζ hyper-quarks (see Table II).
Similarly to the QCD case, once the HC group becomes
strongly coupled, the ζ hyper-quarks form a condensate
〈ζ¯αL ζβR〉 = −
1
2
Bζ f
2
ζ δαβ ≈ −4pif3ζ δαβ , (7)
with α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4, and where Bζ and fζ are non-
perturbative constants with dimension of energy. The
hyper-quark condensate triggers the symmetry breaking
SU(4)L × SU(4)R × U(1)V → SU(4)V × U(1)V , (8)
where V denotes the diagonal L + R. As a result, also
the 4321 gauge symmetry is broken dynamically to the
SM gauge group, with SU(3)c and part of U(1)Y cor-
responding to a subgroup of the unbroken SU(4)V . All
the NGBs associated with the chiral symmetry breaking
are eaten by the massive gauge bosons. Furthermore,
similarly to what happens in technicolor, this dynamical
breaking implies fU ≈ fZ′ ≈ fG′ ≈ fζ for the gauge bo-
son masses in (3). This is a result of the approximate
hyper-custodial symmetry SU(4)V . In analogy with the
ρ parameter in the SM, we define the quantities
ρ1,3 ≡ M
2
U
M2Z′,G′ cos
2 θ1,3
, (9)
3 Alternative implementations of a technicolor-like breaking of the
4321 gauge group are discussed in Appendix B a.
Field SU(N)HC SU(4) SU(3)
′ SU(2)L U(1)X
ζR 4 1 1 0
ζqL ⊕ ζ`L 1 3⊕ 1 1 1/6⊕−1/2
χiL 1 4 1 2 0
χq iR ⊕ χ` iR 1 1 3⊕ 1 2 1/6⊕−1/2
TABLE II. Matter content and gauge symmetry representa-
tions for the technicolor-like sector. The HC-singlet fermions
in the lower blocks, with family index i = 1, . . . , N/2, are
introduced to cancel gauge anomalies.
which are predicted to be 1 in the absence of SU(4)V
breaking sources. Since cos θ1,3 is completely fixed
in terms of SM gauge couplings and g4, we have
MU .MZ′ < MG′ . In particular, in the limit g4  gs
the heavy gauge boson spectrum is quasi-degenerate,
while for g4 ≈ gs there is a large splitting between the
coloron mass and that of the other two gauge bosons.
The gauging of QCD and some of the extended HC in-
teractions (see below) introduce an explicit breaking of
the global SU(4)V symmetry. As a result, the relation
among fU,Z′,G′ receives loop corrections proportional to
these breaking sources. Given the smallness of these cor-
rections, the relation ρ1 ≈ ρ3 ≈ 1 is a robust prediction
of our setup. The same symmetry breaking pattern and
heavy gauge bosons masses are reproduced by the vev of
fundamental scalars Ω1 and Ω3 as in (4), satisfying the
relation ω1 = ω3. However, an important difference with
respect to this setup is the absence of scalar radial exci-
tations, i.e. the analogous to the SM Higgs boson in the
Ω1,3 fields. This further implies different predictions of
the corresponding oblique parameters of the U1, G
′ and
Z ′ gauge bosons.
Apart from the ζ hyper-quarks, additional HC-singlet
fermions, which we denote by χ, are required to can-
cel gauge anomalies. These play a similar role to that
of the leptons in the SM. The requirement of anomaly
cancellation completely fixes the transformation proper-
ties of these fermions under SU(4) × SU(3)′ and their
multiplicity in terms of the number of hypercolors N ,
but there is freedom in the choice of transformations un-
der the EW gauge sector. For a specific choice of EW
quantum numbers, the fermions χ, which are vector-like
under the SM gauge group, can mix with the would-be
SM fermions. This allows them to perform two impor-
tant tasks. First, they induce U1 couplings to the light-
generation SM fermions through this mixing. Second, in
the presence of Higgs Yukawa couplings with χ and third-
generation SM fermions, the same mixing also generates
the 2-3 entries of the CKM matrix. Both of these ef-
fects are phenomenologically required, either to explain
the B anomalies or to reproduce the structure of the
CKM matrix. In other models based on the 4321 gauge
group, the introduction of such vector-like fermions is ad
hoc. We stress that in our construction, the χ fermions
serve to cancel gauge anomalies and are thus not only
5phenomenologically motivated but theoretically required,
and that, furthermore, their multiplicity is determined
by the number of hypercolors N . Moreover, in contrast
to other 4321 models, the mass of these fermions is not
arbitrary and can be connected to the scale of the HC
condensate, as we show below.
The right mixing between χ and would-be SM fermions
to perform the two tasks mentioned above is obtained
when we arrange the χ fermions in N/2 families of
SU(2)L doublets (see Table II). With this choice of
quantum numbers, a mass-mixing term between the left-
handed SM-like families and the χ fermions is allowed,
L ⊃ −Mq (q¯LχqR)−M` (¯`Lχ`R) , (10)
with Mq,` being 2 × N/2 matrices in flavor space. The
minimal phenomenologically viable implementation is
obtained for N = 4, yielding one family of χ for each
SM-like family [43]. The mass mixing terms induce a
coupling between the corresponding SM fields and the U1
leptoquark.4 As anticipated, this coupling is phenomeno-
logically required for the explanation of the B anomalies.
The mixing terms explicitly break the accidental U(2)5
flavor symmetry, unless M ijq ∝ M ij` ∝ δij such that the
χ fermions appropriately transform under this symme-
try. We assume the existence of an extended hyper-
color (EHC) sector, which generates the following four-
fermion interactions
LEHC ⊃ 1
Λ2EHC
cq,`χ (χ¯Lχ
q,`
R )(ζ¯
q,`
L ζR) , (11)
where ΛEHC is the EHC scale, and c
q,`
χ are N/2 × N/2
matrices. This operator induces a technicolor-like mass
for the χ fields after condensation,
Mq,`χ ≈
4pif3ζ
Λ2EHC
cq,`χ . (12)
The simultaneous presence of Mq,` and M
q,`
χ yields a
collective breaking of the U(2)5 flavor symmetry, irre-
spective of the form of Mq,`. We take Mq,`  Mq,`χ so
that the mass mixing between SM-like and χ fermions is
small, and U(2)5 still remains a good approximate sym-
metry. Even in this case, one typically requires that the
relation M ijq ∝ δij is approximately respected to pass
the stringent constraints from ∆F = 2 observables [42–
44]. To avoid LHC constraints on the new QCD-colored
fermions, we require Mqχ to lie at the TeV scale. This in
turn implies ΛEHC ≈ 10 TeV for fζ ≈ 2.5 TeV and O(1)
couplings.
We also introduce the following four-fermion operators
LEHC ⊃ 1
Λ2EHC
cq,`ψχ (ψ¯Lχ
q,`
R )(ζ¯
q,`
L ζR) , (13)
4 Note that we could have chosen to identify the SU(4) gauge fac-
tor with SU(4)L instead of with SU(4)R. In that case, no cou-
plings between the SM light generations and the U1 leptoquark
would be generated through these mass mixing terms.
with cq,`ψχ being N/2-dimensional vectors, which induce
a mass mixing between χL and ψL after HC condenses.
This mixing is expected to be sizable if the EHC dynam-
ics generating these operators is the same that also gen-
erates the operators in (11). As with the mixing between
χ and the SM-like families, this is a welcome feature for
the explanation of the B anomalies [44].
Additional higher dimensional operators could in prin-
ciple also be generated by the same EHC dynamics.
The most relevant are operators of the type (ψ¯LχR)
2,
(ψ¯LχR)(χ¯RχL) or (χ¯LχR)
2. After mass mixing, these
would induce one loop contributions to flavor violat-
ing four-fermion processes with two light and two third-
generation SM fermions, or with four light-generation
SM fermions. The approximate U(2)5 flavor symmetry
is enough to prevent them from violating current flavor
bounds for the assumed value of ΛEHC.
IV. THE COMPOSITE HIGGS SECTOR
The naturalness problem in the Higgs sector is solved if
the Higgs boson is a composite state of strong dynamics
confining at a scale Λ not far from the TeV scale. The
splitting mh  Λ, required for phenomenological rea-
sons, is achieved if the Higgs arises as a pNGB from the
spontaneous breaking of an (approximate) global symme-
try of the strong dynamics. We consider the possibility
that the same strong dynamics triggering 4321 sponta-
neous symmetry breaking also produces such composite
Higgs boson.
The simplest implementation of this idea consists in
having different HC representations for the hyper-quarks
triggering 4321 breaking and for those generating the
Higgs. This way, the global symmetry group factorizes,
minimizing the number of pNGBs. We focus on the min-
imal composite Higgs implementation, and discuss other
options in Appendix B b. We fix N = 6, and introduce
four chiral fermions ξ in the pseudoreal three-index an-
tisymmetric representation of SU(6)HC, A3 = 20.
5 The
transformations of the ξ hyper-quarks under the 4321
gauge group are given in Table III. Note that N = 6
corresponds to three families of χ HC singlets (see Ta-
ble II). Alternatively, we can arrange the HC singlets into
two families of χ and one family of χ˜, transforming as χ
except that they are SU(2)L singlets and their U(1)X
charges are shifted by ± 12 . The latter option allows to
modify the couplings of the heavy vector bosons to right-
handed third-generation fermions via mass mixing, anal-
ogously to the mixing with χ discussed in Section II. In
5 Another interesting realization is obtained for N = 4 with 5
hyper-quarks in the real A2 = 6 representation. This gives a
pNGB composite Higgs via the SU(5)→ SO(5) global symmetry
breaking, producing more pNGBs than in the minimal model
presented here (cf. Appendix B b). A similar composite Higgs
sector is discussed in [55–59] and analyzed on the lattice [60–65].
6Field SU(6)HC SU(4) SU(3)
′ SU(2)L U(1)X
ξL 20 1 1 2 0
ξ+R ⊕ ξ−R 20 1 1 1 1/2⊕−1/2
TABLE III. Gauge symmetry representations for the hyper-
quarks producing the pNGB Higgs.
the following, we focus on this latter option, i.e. we con-
sider HC singlets in two families of χ and one family of
χ˜. Note that the extra fermion content yields a loss of
SU(2)L asymptotic freedom. This happens already with
the χ fermions alone, and it is a common behavior in
most 4321 models in the literature. With the matter
content introduced here, the SU(2)L Landau pole is at
around 1014 GeV. It is thus conceivable that this group
will unify into a larger group (or that the matter con-
tent will split into several groups) at a scale below this
Landau pole.
Once we introduce the new hyper-quarks, the compos-
ite sector presents an additional SU(4) × U(1)A global
symmetry. The U(1)A factor corresponds to an anomaly-
free combination of the axial symmetries of the ζ and ξ
fields, cf. e.g. [66]. The SU(4) symmetry contains the
SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry as a subgroup, which is par-
tially gauged to give the SU(2)L×U(1)X factors in G4321.
More precisely, SU(2)L is identified with the one in the
4321 model, and the U(1)X charge is defined by the com-
bination X = T 3R +
√
2/3T 154L , where T
3
R is the diagonal
SU(2)R generator and T
15
4L is the corresponding diagonal
generator of the SU(4)L symmetry defined in Section III.
Contrary to the ζ hyper-quarks, the new fermions can
have mass terms. These read
L ⊃ −ML ξ¯i cL ij ξjL −MR ξ¯i cR ij ξjR , (14)
where the c superscript denotes charge conjugation and
ij is the antisymmetric tensor of SU(2)L,R. The masses
ML,R are taken to be real and positive. This can be
done without loss of generality by an appropriate field
redefinition. These masses explicitly break the global
SU(4) × U(1)A symmetry. However, they do not break
the SU(2)L × SU(2)R subgroup.
The ξ hyper-quarks also form condensates once HC
becomes strongly coupled
〈ξ¯i cL ξjL〉 = 〈ξ¯i cR ξjR〉 = −
1
2
Bξ f
2
ξ ij ≈ −4pif3ξ ij , (15)
with Bξ and fξ being non-perturbative constants with
dimension of energy, different from Bζ and fζ in (7), but
expected to be of similar size. This condensate triggers
the spontaneous global symmetry breaking6
SU(4)× U(1)A → Sp(4) , (16)
6 Fundamental composite Higgs models with the SU(4) → Sp(4)
symmetry breaking have first been discussed in [67] and more
recently in [55, 68–73]. Lattice studies can be found in [74–80].
resulting in 6 pNGBs: the Higgs doublet, H, and two real
singlets, η1, related to the U(1)A breaking, and η5. The
unbroken Sp(4) ∼= SO(5) symmetry contains the par-
tially gauged SO(4) ∼= SU(2)L × SU(2)R as a subgroup.
This global subgroup contains the diagonal SU(2)V cus-
todial symmetry, which protects the ratio of W and Z
masses against corrections from the strongly-coupled dy-
namics. There is another alignment of the ξ condensate
of physical interest: 〈ξ¯iL ξjR〉 ∝ δij , analog to the one
in (7). In contrast to the condensate in (15), this one
breaks the EW symmetry to its U(1)em subgroup, and is
the condensate used in minimal technicolor models [46–
48]. As we discuss in Section IV B, radiative corrections
induced by the Yukawa interactions tend to align the vac-
uum along the technicolor direction. The resulting mis-
alignment from the EW preserving direction gives rise
to a successful EW symmetry breaking triggered by the
composite Higgs.
A. Yukawa interactions
To generate Yukawa couplings between the elemen-
tary fermions and the composite Higgs, the two sectors
must be coupled. In modern composite Higgs models,
this is usually done by introducing mixing terms be-
tween composite fermions and the would-be SM fermions.
After mixing, the SM states are then partially com-
posite, and the required Higgs Yukawas are generated.
This approach requires light composite partners for the
top. In fundamental composite Higgs models, these
partners should correspond to composite baryons, whose
natural mass scale is close to the compositeness scale
ΛHC ≈ 4pifξ/
√
6, far too heavy to generate enough mix-
ing for the large top mass. Even if one could argue for a
large mixing, our setup does not have fermionic baryons
in the absence of strongly-coupled scalars [81]. Alterna-
tively, one can couple the elementary fermion bilinears
directly to scalar operators of the strong sector. These
couplings can arise from four-fermion operators involving
two hyper-quarks and two elementary fermions, analo-
gous to those in Section III.
To this end, we introduce the following EHC interac-
tions
LEHC ⊃ 1
Λ2EHC
{[
y+ψ (ψ¯Lψ
+
R) + y
+
χψ(χ¯Lψ
+
R)
]
(ξ¯+R ξL)
+
[
y−ψ (ψ¯Lψ
−
R) + y
−
χψ(χ¯Lψ
−
R)
]
(ξ¯−R ξL)
}
. (17)
Here y±ψ are numbers and y
±
χψ are 2-dimensional vectors
in flavor space. Once the HC group confines, the scalar
current of hyper-quarks is interpolated to a composite
Higgs field, giving rise to Higgs Yukawa interactions for
the would-be third-family SM fermions and the χ. To
reproduce the observed top mass with an O(1) coupling,
the EHC scale for the corresponding operator should be
of similar size to the one in (11), that is ΛEHC ≈ 10 TeV.
The smallness of bottom and tau masses compared to
7the top mass requires either the EHC scale for the cor-
responding interactions to be larger, or having a large
mixing between the χ˜ fermions and right-handed bottom
and tau. Note that the Yukawa interactions above give
mb = mτ in the absence of fermion mixing. Experimen-
tally, one finds
mb −mτ
mb
∣∣∣∣
µ=2 TeV
≈ 0.2 , (18)
close to the unification condition. The fermion mixing
with χ and (or) χ˜ introduce SU(4)-breaking sources that
modify the tau-bottom mass relation. These can easily
accommodate the (small) mass difference. The 2-3 en-
tries in the CKM matrix are generated via the second
and fourth operator in (17) through the mixing between
χq and the light-generation SM-like quarks. The small-
ness of this CKM matrix element is naturally explained
if this mixing is small, as we assumed in the previous sec-
tion. Alternatively, one could have a larger mixing, and
a (slightly) larger EHC scale for these operators. The
approximate U(2)5 flavor symmetry protects the model
against large flavor violating contributions from possi-
ble four-fermions operators of the form (ψ¯LψR)
2 and
(χ¯LψR)
2, keeping them below current flavor bounds. On
the other hand, four-fermion operators with only ξ fields
would produce a breaking of the global symmetry similar
to the one in (17).
Light-generation masses are obtained via the EHC op-
erators
LEHC ⊃ 1
Λ′ 2EHC
[
yu(q¯LuR)(ξ¯
+
R ξL) + yd(q¯LdR)(ξ¯
−
R ξL)
+ ye(¯`LeR)(ξ¯
−
R ξL)
]
, (19)
where yu,d,e are 2×2 matrices in flavor space. We assume
that there is a large separation of scales between the dy-
namics generating these operators and those introduced
before, namely ΛEHC  Λ′EHC. From the charm Yukawa
coupling, we estimate this scale to be Λ′EHC ≈ 100 TeV.
This assumption, which is entirely motivated by the ob-
served SM Yukawa hierarchies, gives a U(2)-like protec-
tion from other possible four-fermion operators involving
only SM-like fields. Such protection is enough to pass
the stringent bounds from ∆F = 2 observables, provided
these operators receive a loop suppression compared to
the ones in (19). This could easily be achieved if the
mediators generating the EHC operators are charged un-
der HC. Alternatively, one could obtain this additional
suppression if the strong sector is close to a conformal
fixed point and the condensate has a sizable anomalous
dimension, as in walking technicolor [82].
Finally, we could also introduce EHC operators of the
form
LEHC ⊃ 1
Λ′′ 2EHC
[
cq (q¯Lχ
q
R) + c` (
¯`
Lχ
`
R)
]
(ξ¯+ cR ξ
−
R ) , (20)
with cq,` being 2×2 flavor matrices, and analogously with
(ξ¯+ cL ξ
−
L ). After HC condensation, these would give mass
mixing terms as in (10), together with a Yukawa cou-
pling to the pNGB singlets. The smallness of these terms
compared to those in (11) can be explained by requiring
ΛEHC  Λ′′EHC. As in the case above, this scale sepa-
ration provides a sufficient flavor protection for possible
operators with two SM-like and two χ fields. Similarly,
operators with χ˜ and ψ±R would introduce mass-mixing
terms analogous to (10), which are already present at
the level of renormalizable interactions, or four-fermion
interactions that are not phenomenologically relevant.
B. The pNGB potential
The compositeness scale sets the masses of most of the
composite particles. The pNGBs constitute an exception
since their mass is protected by the global symmetry. The
potential for these bosons is proportional to the different
explicit symmetry breaking terms: the ξ fermion masses,
the 4321 gauging, and the EHC four-fermion operators.
In this section we discuss the pNGB masses obtained
from these breaking terms, and the necessary conditions
for EW symmetry breaking.
Like the quark masses in the QCD chiral Lagrangian,
the hypercolored fermion masses in (14) provide an ex-
plicit global symmetry breaking and give masses to the
pNGBs. Using spurion analysis for the pNGB La-
grangian, we find
m2H = Bξ (ML +MR) . (21)
The singlets mix for ML 6= MR, similarly to what hap-
pens with the pi0 and the η in QCD. Their squared-mass
matrix in the (η1 η5) basis reads
m2η = Bξ
(
q˜ 2ξ (ML +MR) q˜ξ (ML −MR)
q˜ξ (ML −MR) (ML +MR)
)
. (22)
We defined q˜ξ ≡ 2 qξfξ/f1, where qξ = −1/
√
10 is the
U(1)A charge of the ξ hyper-fermions and f1 is the decay
constant of η1, normalized as in [66]. The ξ fundamental
masses provide the dominant contribution to the pNGB
singlet masses. Moreover, as we discuss below, they are
also needed to obtain a phenomenologically viable break-
ing of the EW symmetry.
The explicit breaking of the global symmetry due to
the 4321 gauging also yields contributions to the pNGB
potential. This is analogous to the gauging of electro-
magnetism in the QCD chiral Lagrangian, responsible
for the mass splitting of pions and kaons. Analogously to
the QCD case [83], the η5 singlet does not receive mass
corrections from the gauging, while those to η1 are sup-
pressed in the large N limit. Therefore, gauge corrections
are only relevant for the Higgs. They give positive con-
tributions to the pNGB mass squared and hence do not
induce a vacuum misalignment [84].
In order to misalign the vacuum, fermion-loop contri-
butions to the pNGB potential induced by the EHC op-
erators are required. The operators in (17) do not induce
8a vev for η5, but they could do so for η1. For simplicity,
we assume that this is not the case and leave a more gen-
eral analysis for future work. A vanishing vev of η1 would
follow automatically, for instance, if the model parame-
ters are chosen such that η1 is a CP eigenstate. Hence,
to study the potential, we set to zero all fields except the
physical Higgs boson, h. In this case, the fluctuations
around the EW preserving vacuum can be parameterized
by θ = θmin+h/fξ. The Coleman-Weinberg potential [85]
for θ reads
V (θ) ≈ −Cm f4ξ cos θ − (Cy − Cg) f4ξ sin2 θ , (23)
with the following definitions
Cy ≈ 2 Λ
2
HC
16pi2f2ξ
∑
i
ci |yˆi|2 , Cm = m
2
H
f2ξ
,
Cg =
3 Λ2HC
32pi2f2ξ
(
3
4
g2L cL +
1
4
g2Y cY
)
,
(24)
where the index i spans the EHC interactions in (17),
yˆi ≈ yi 4pif2ξ /Λ2EHC are the Higgs Yukawa couplings, and
cL,Y,i are non-pertubative coefficients expected to be of
O(1) and positive. The angle θmin parameterizes the ori-
entation of the true vacuum between the EW preserving
and the technicolor vacuum. The EW symmetry is un-
broken when θmin = 0, while for θmin = pi/2 we obtain
a technicolor breaking. As can be seen from (23), the
ξ fundamental masses and gauge radiative contributions
tend to align the vacuum along the EW preserving di-
rection. The Yukawa contributions tend to align it along
the technicolor direction, provided the non-pertubative
coefficients are indeed positive. A non-zero θmin is ob-
tained when Cm < 2(Cy−Cg). Minimizing the potential
gives the EW symmetry breaking condition
v2
f2ξ
≡ sin2 θmin = 1− C
2
m
4 (Cy − Cg)2 , (25)
with v ≈ 246 GeV corresponding to the SM Higgs vev.
To achieve the desired sin θmin value, this condition has
to be tuned by appropriately choosing the HC masses
and Yukawa couplings. The mass of the Higgs boson is
readily obtained from the potential and reads
m2h = 2 (Cy − Cg) v2 . (26)
In the limit where Cy is saturated by the top Yukawa
contribution, we can rewrite the expression above as
m2h ≈
4
3
c+ψ m
2
t −
3
2
cLm
2
W −
1
2
cY (m
2
Z −m2W ) , (27)
where we took ΛHC ≈ 4pifξ/
√
6. The non-perturbative
coefficients ci are not free parameters and can be de-
termined from the HC dynamics. At present, no deter-
mination of these coefficients is available, but naive di-
mensional analysis suggests that no further tuning seems
necessary for the Higgs mass, once the tuning in (25) is
achieved.
The main constraints on the value of sin θmin are ob-
tained from EW precision tests, Higgs coupling modi-
fications, and the modification to the ZbLb¯L coupling.
Constraints from EW precision tests and Higgs coupling
modifications for this class of models are discussed in [73],
yielding sin θmin . 0.2 . A somewhat stronger bound
is usually obtained from the modification to the ZbLb¯L
coupling, whose experimental limit is at the per mille
level. This constraint does not apply to our setup, unless
the EHC sector contains vector operators producing a di-
rect coupling between the vector resonances and the SM
fermions. In any case, all these constraints are satisfied
if fξ is around the TeV.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Models of low-scale partial unification have recently re-
gained interest due to the anomalies in B-physics data.
Indeed, one of the most compelling solutions to this puz-
zle consists in extending the SM gauge symmetry to the
so-called 4321 gauge group, allowing for natural low-scale
unification of third-family quarks and leptons.
Interestingly, the NP scale and flavor structure sug-
gested by these anomalies hint at a possible connection
with the solution of the hierarchy problem. Moreover,
as we argue in this letter, there is a striking similarity
between the 4321 and EW gauge sectors. This has taken
us to consider the possibility of dynamically breaking
both symmetries by hyper-quark condensates of the same
strong dynamics, which we denoted as HC. The simplest
way to realize this idea requires two sets of hyper-quarks
transforming under different representations of the HC
group. This way, each set is responsible for either 4321
or EW symmetry breaking. The minimal implementation
for each of these sets is given by the ζ and ξ fermions in
Tables II and III. The similarity between the 4321 and the
EW sector is also manifest in the hyper-quark quantum
numbers for these minimal implementations. However,
a crucial difference between the two is that, while the ζ
belong to a complex HC representation, the ξ belong to a
pseudoreal one. This difference is instrumental in delay-
ing a technicolor-like breaking of the EW symmetry, thus
explaining the mass gap between 4321 and EW massive
gauge bosons, and producing a pNGB composite Higgs.
Apart from introducing a composite Higgs and provid-
ing a dynamical mechanism for the 4321 symmetry break-
ing, the model presented here has also several other ap-
pealing features not found in most 4321 models discussed
in the literature. Most importantly, it offers a theoreti-
cal motivation for the χ fermions, vector-like under the
SM gauge group. The existence of these fermions and the
requirement of having their mass close to the 4321 break-
ing scale, as needed for the phenomenological viability of
these models, are ad-hoc features in most realizations.
In our model, the χ fermions are theoretically required
to cancel HC anomalies, analogously to the leptons in
the SM, and their mass is connected to the 4321 break-
9ing scale through the EHC operators in (11). The phe-
nomenology of 4321 models has been discussed in many
places and a recent analysis can be found in [44]. We
leave a detailed phenomenological discussion to future
work, but note that we have ensured that our construc-
tion satisfies all the requirements to reproduce a phe-
nomenology similar to that in [44]. A major difference
between our model and other 4321 models discussed in
the literature, including the one in [44], is the prediction
of mass relations for the heavy gauge bosons (see (9)),
analogous to the ρ parameter in the EW sector. Current
low-energy and high-pT data is consistent with this pre-
diction. However, this is a smoking gun signature that
could be tested in the near future.
There are several directions that require future inves-
tigation. One of the main challenges in the construction
presented here consists in finding a well-motivated de-
scription of the dynamics responsible for the EHC oper-
ators. The chiral structure of the operators in (11) sug-
gests that this might be in the form of bosonic EHC, anal-
ogous to bosonic technicolor [86]. However, we note that
the protection from the approximate U(2)5 flavor symme-
try, inherited from the 4321 gauge structure, effectively
eliminates the flavor problem common to many of these
solutions. Another interesting avenue is the possibility
of having composite Dark Matter. The composite spec-
trum contains a SM-singlet baryon of spin 1, consisting
of a (6 6 6 20) hyper-quark bound state, that could po-
tentially play the role of a Dark Matter candidate. If this
is the lightest baryonic resonance, its stability is guaran-
teed provided the U(1)V symmetry in (8) remains unbro-
ken, analogously to the proton in QCD. These chimera
baryons, composed of fermions in two different HC rep-
resentations, are indeed expected to be the lightest bary-
onic resonances.7 The lightness of the SM-singlet spin-1
baryon compared to other chimera baryons could be ex-
plained by mass corrections due to the QCD (and EW)
gauging, since all chimera baryons of spin 0 are colored.
Ultimately, a lattice study of the baryonic spectrum is
required to confirm this possibility.
The LHCb and Belle II experiments will give a defi-
nite answer to the nature of the B-physics anomalies in
the next few years. While we believe that this model
stands out as an interesting theoretical framework on its
own, if they are confirmed as genuine NP effects, it could
provide one of the most motivated explanations for the
B anomalies.
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Appendix A: SM fermion embedding in 4321 models
The SM fermion content can be arranged in differ-
ent representations under the extended gauge symmetry,
yielding different 4321 model implementations. If we re-
strict to fundamental representations, each SM family
admits three possibilities:
i) Pati-Salam-like representation, where both chiral-
ities of quarks and leptons are unified into 4-plets
of SU(4). In this case, the corresponding fermions
are singlets of SU(3)′, and transform as in the Pati-
Salam model [37] under the SU(4) × SU(2)L ×
U(1)X subgroup.
ii) SM-like representation, where quarks and leptons
are singlets of SU(4), and transform as in the SM
under the SU(3)′ × SU(2)L × U(1)X subgroup. In
this case, no direct couplings to the U1 leptoquark
are present.
iii) Mixed representation, where one of the chirali-
ties of quarks and leptons are unified in a 4-plet,
while the other remains SM-like. This option re-
quires additional fermions to cancel gauge anoma-
lies. These could be SM fermions from another
family, or new fermions that either acquire a mass
which is larger than the EW scale or which are
charged under a new strong interaction. More-
over, in this case the SM Higgs needs to be em-
bedded in a bi-fundamental representation under
SU(4) × SU(3)′ or the Yukawa couplings have to
be provided through the mixing with additional
vector-like fermions.
Several 4321 implementations have been recently con-
sidered in the literature in connection with the B anoma-
lies. In the models in [40, 42], the three families of would-
be SM fermions (when neglecting the mixing with other
fermions) are arranged in SM-like representations. Cou-
plings to the U1 leptoquark are induced via mass mixing
with heavy vector-like fermions that are charged under
the SU(4) subgroup. An example of mixed represen-
tation can be found in a low-energy limit of the model
in [87]. In this model, all three SM-like families are ar-
ranged in mixed representations, and additional matter is
introduced to render the model anomaly free. In contrast
to the previous realizations, in the models in [34, 44],
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corresponding to the low-energy limit of the Pati-Salam
cubed model [33], the would-be SM families transform
differently under the extended gauge symmetry. More
precisely, the third family is arranged in the Pati-Salam-
like representation, while the other two families are ar-
ranged in SM-like representations (see Table I). As in
the models in [40, 42], one can introduce mass mixing
with heavy vector-like fermions to induce U1 leptoquark
interactions with the light families and (or) Yukawa in-
teractions among third and light families.
Appendix B: Model variations
In the main part of this letter, we introduce a mini-
mal model that realizes a technicolor-like breaking of the
4321 symmetry, contains a composite Higgs, and features
a well-motivated fermion sector, which renders the model
free from gauge anomalies and preserves asymptotic free-
dom of the new strong interaction. There are various
variations of the minimal setup that might be interesting
to explore in future work. We summarize several possi-
bilities in this appendix.
A main idea of this letter is to use a single strongly-
coupled sector to both break the 4321 gauge group and to
generate a pNGB Higgs. The breaking of the 4321 gauge
group is achieved by embedding it into the global sym-
metries of the strong sector in such a way that it is spon-
taneously broken to the SM gauge group once the global
symmetries are broken by a fermion condensate. To gen-
erate a viable pNGB Higgs, the breaking of the global
symmetries further has to yield a pNGB with the quan-
tum numbers of the Higgs doublet and leave the custodial
SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry unbroken. In general, there
are several possibilities for such global symmetry break-
ing in the chiral limit of strongly-coupled gauge theo-
ries. The different patterns of global symmetry breaking
in the cases of massless fermions transforming in com-
plex, real, or pseudoreal representations of the strongly-
coupled gauge group are given by [88–90]:
i) Complex and vector-like representation with 2Nf
Weyl or Nf Dirac fermions:
SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R → SU(Nf )V , (B1)
with N2f − 1 NGBs.
ii) Real representation with Nf Weyl or Majorana
fermions:
SU(Nf )→ SO(Nf ) , (B2)
with (Nf − 1)(Nf + 2)/2 NGBs.
iii) Pseudoreal representation with 2Nf Weyl or Nf
Dirac fermions:
SU(2Nf )→ Sp(2Nf ) , (B3)
with (Nf − 1)(2Nf + 1) NGBs.
The scenarios yielding the smallest number of NGBs are
those in which fermions transforming in two different rep-
resentations of the strong gauge group are each respon-
sible for either the 4321 symmetry breaking or the gen-
eration of the composite Higgs.
a. 4321 symmetry breaking. For the breaking of
the 4321 symmetry, giving masses to the U1, Z
′ and G′,
one can use either a complex, real, or pseudoreal rep-
resentation. Some of the resulting NGBs are would-be
NGBs that act as longitudinal polarizations of the heavy
gauge bosons, while the remaining ones are pNGBs that
receive masses of several TeV from gauge boson loops.
The minimal constructions are:
i) Complex representation: SU(4)× SU(4)→ SU(4)
The gauged SU(4) × SU(3)′ and part of U(1)X
are embedded in the initial SU(4) × SU(4), while
SU(3)c and part of U(1)Y are embedded in the un-
broken diagonal SU(4). The 15 NGBs transform
under SU(3)c×U(1)Y as 80, 3+2/3, 3¯−2/3, and 10,
and they all correspond to would-be NGBs.
ii) Real representation: SU(8)→ SO(8)
The gauged SU(4)×SU(3)′ and part of U(1)X are
embedded in an SU(4)×SU(4) subgroup of SU(8),
while SU(3)c and part of U(1)Y are embedded in
an SU(4) subgroup of the the unbroken SO(8).
The 35 Nambu-Goldstone bosons transform under
SU(3)c ×U(1)Y as 80, 3+2/3, 3¯−2/3, 10, which are
would-be NGBs, and 1±1, 3−1/3, 3¯+1/3, 6+1/3, and
6¯−1/3, which are pNGBs.
iii) Pseudoreal representation: SU(8)→ Sp(8)
The gauged SU(4)×SU(3)′ and part of U(1)X are
embedded in an SU(4)×SU(4) subgroup of SU(8),
while SU(3)c and part of U(1)Y are embedded in
an SU(4) subgroup of the the unbroken Sp(8). The
27 NGBs transform under SU(3)c × U(1)Y as 80,
3+2/3, 3¯−2/3, 10, which are would-be NGBs, as well
as 3±1/3 and 3¯±1/3, which are pNGBs.
A different way of breaking the 4321 symmetry without
invoking scalar fields could be realized in terms of a tum-
bling gauge group [91] that breaks itself. A 4321 gauge
group that breaks itself to the SM has been described
in [52] in the context of topcolor and technicolor models.
b. Composite Higgs. For the composite Higgs sec-
tor, the requirements of generating a NGB with the quan-
tum numbers of the Higgs doublet and preserving the
custodial SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry leads to the fol-
lowing minimal constructions using a complex, real, or
pseudoreal representation:
i) Complex representation: SU(4)× SU(4)→ SU(4)
The 15 NGBs transform as 30, 2 × 2± 12 , 1± and
2× 10 under SU(2)L × U(1)Y .
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ii) Real representation: SU(5)→ SO(5)
The 14 NGBs transform as 2± 12 , 30, 3±, and 10
under SU(2)L × U(1)Y .
iii) Pseudoreal representation: SU(4)→ Sp(4)
The 5 NGBs transform as 2± 12 and 10 under
SU(2)L × U(1)Y .
For each of these cases, minimal composite Higgs models
have been constructed and analyzed in detail: see for
instance [92, 93] for i), [55–59, 93–95] for ii), and [28, 55,
67–73, 96–105] for iii).
c. 4321 symmetry breaking with a composite
Higgs. It is possible to use fermions transforming un-
der a single representation of the strong gauge group
for both breaking the 4321 symmetry and generating a
pNGB Higgs. In this case, the number of pNGBs in-
creases compared to the cases in which two different rep-
resentations are employed. However, such models have a
simpler UV structure. The minimal constructions are:
i) Complex representation: SU(8)× SU(8)→ SU(8)
featuring 63 NGBs:
• 15 like in the composite Higgs scenario where
SU(4)× SU(4)→ SU(4),
• 15 like in the 4321 breaking scenario where
SU(4)× SU(4)→ SU(4),
• 1 real singlet plus 16 complex scalars with the
same quantum numbers as one full generation
of SM fermions (plus an SU(2)L-singlet neu-
trino).
ii) Real representation: SU(11)→ SO(11)
featuring 90 NGBs:
• 14 like in the composite Higgs scenario where
SU(5)→ SO(5),
• 35 like in the 4321 breaking scenario where
SU(8)→ SO(8),
• 1 real singlet plus 20 complex scalars with
SM quantum numbers (3,2)2/3, (3,2)−1/3,
(3,1)1/6, (1,2)0, (1,2)−1, (1,1)−1/2.
iii) Pseudoreal representation: SU(12)→ Sp(12)
featuring 65 NGBs:
• 5 like in the composite Higgs scenario where
SU(4)→ Sp(4),
• 27 like in the 4321 breaking scenario where
SU(8)→ Sp(8),
• 1 real singlet plus 16 complex scalars with the
same quantum numbers as one full generation
of SM fermions (plus a SU(2)L-singlet neu-
trino).
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